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Abstract

This paper aims to analyse the role of social networks as career facilitators and the network presence of higher education institutions (HEIs) within the context of contemporary glassmaking. The findings of this paper highlight the role and benefits of network participation in developing a career in glass and the importance of HEIs as network mediators. However, the threat to local glassmaking communities posed by institutional dominance of the network and its opportunities is also highlighted. The paper further concludes that limited research on the relationship between HEIs and the craft sector calls for further exploration.
Introduction

This study focuses on the role of social networks in professional glassmaking careers, and the influence of higher education institutions within such networks. Craft and glassmaking have often been overlooked (Banks 2010) both as a form of industry and contributor to the creative industries (CIs) and we have little understanding of the role of networks in craft careers. This paper aims to connect findings with established and emergent literature on networks and professional development in order to improve sector understanding.

In order to consider the relevance of social networks within glassmaking and the role of institutions in this field, this study uses a regional case study of the University of Sunderland (UoS) National Glass Centre (NGC) using qualitative interviews. Interview analysis produced findings highlighting the benefits obtained through network participation, namely access to resources and opportunities, although limitations such as increased competition and the time consuming nature of network building and maintenance also became apparent. The findings also suggest correspondence with established theories on social networks while other areas of literature were contended, suggesting a need for further research within the sector in order to establish clear ties between the wider literature and the craft sector. While this study has highlighted the importance of social networks within professional development for glass artists, it has also indicated the growing presence of institutionalised networks and the potential impact this has on local glassmakers working outside of an institutional setting.

Context: glassmaking in Sunderland

As an industrial process, glassmaking gained strength in the seventeenth century, spreading throughout the UK, with hubs in industrial cities such as Sunderland and Stourbridge (England and Comunian 2015), until its decline in the twentieth century due to increasing production costs and the availability of cheap labour and imports abroad (National Glass Centre 2015a). From the 1960s onwards, glassmaking in the UK and internationally began moving away from industrial design towards developing new forms of artistic expression, lead by the Studio Glass Movement pioneered in the UK by Sam Herman, an industry trained artist and educator.

The shift in glass education towards artistic practice encouraged the development of contemporary British glass as we know it today (Cummings 2005).

Outside of the University, Cohesion Glass Network, founded in 2000 as a City of Sunderland initiative, brought together practicing artists from across the UK, organising exhibitions, workshops and career development opportunities. The folding of the network in 2010-11 marked a loss of community network support for both regional and national glass artists. Nonetheless, a high number of glass makers remain in the North East, nearly all of whom have a connection with UoS (Davies 2007), illustrating the role of the university in ensuring the continuation of glassmaking in the region.

Thinking on crafts and social networks

Considering the topic of this study, it is important to note that crafts practices are inherently social and community orientated (Holroyd 2012; Metcalf 2008). Community-based knowledge sharing is also placed at the heart of craft making (Cook and Yanow 1993), influenced in particular by the high degree of tacit knowledge (Polanyi 1967) in craft skills, which requires techniques to be transferred between makers through personal interaction (Cook and Yanow 1993). The transfer of craft knowledge has typically formed around the ‘master-apprentice model, where practitioners devote significant time passing on their skills to the next generation’ (Boanni and Parkes 2010: 180), resulting in ‘strong community ties’ (Amin and Roberts 2008: 353-369). The role of social networks within craft communities can therefore be considered key to the transfer of knowledge and skills.

The first specialist undergraduate degree in glass was established by Sunderland Polytechnic (now UoS) in 1982 (Davies 2007). Today UoS is one of the largest glass HE training centres in Europe but also one of the few remaining providers in the UK following a spate of course closures and amalgamations in 2010 (Petrova 2010). NGC opened in 1998 with the vision of developing ‘a glass industry for the twentyfirst century’ (National Glass Centre 2015b). NGC was taken over by UoS in 2010 and aims to be a leading institution for glass research, teaching, production and exhibition (ibid.).
Recent studies have stated that networks ‘play a vital role in the creative community’ (Harvey et al. 2012: 534), particularly when entering precarious creative industries (CI) labour markets (Lee 2012). Comunian (2012) has also indicated the importance of networks within the creative economy of the North East, the region of this case study. Correlation between networks and professional development has also been heavily researched in non-CI (Tymon and Strumph 2003; Siebert et al. 2001) and CI careers (Ball 2003; Daskalaki 2010), particularly in relation to entrepreneurship (Zimmer 2986, Stuart and Sorenson 2005). However, much of the CI research has focused on the media industries and despite the entrepreneurial formation of craft careers (Crafts Council 2014), craft networks have not been explored outside of marketing (Torres 2002) or a clusters (Harvey et al. 2002; Thomas et al. 2013) perspective, with little exploration of the role they play in craft careers other than an acknowledgement that ‘contacts established at university [are] essential career facilitators’ (Ball et al. 2010). Furthermore, the relatively small number of academic studies conducted on craft have tended to focus on rural and peripheral clusters (e.g. Cornwall; Australia) (Bell and Jayne 2010; Thomas et al. 2013). While craft is typified in this rural context, networking and cluster dynamics may be very different in inner-city communities (e.g. Sunderland).

Many established network theories such as Bourdieu’s (1986) theory of Social Capital, Granovetter’s (1973) weak tie theory and, Burt’s (2004) theory of structural holes and Lin et al.’s (1981) social resource theory highlight the network advantages gained from network participation. Although these theories present varying and somewhat competing theories on the role of social capital and networks in career progression, they all suggest that personal connections and access to information and resources are influential in career success (Siebert et al. 2001). This has been echoed in studies on creative careers (Daskalaki 2010; Ball 2003).

The aspects of network anatomy that are of particular importance in this study are betweenness and brokerage (Gray 2015) – the ability of network actors to connect others and form bridges between different network clusters (Freeman 1977).

The advantage of brokerage positions is a further commonality between key network theories and is also found in studies on creative industry networks (Daskalaki 2010). Actors in brokerage positions can be individuals (Granovetter 1973), professional forums (Ozgen and Baron 2007) or institutions – educational (Thune 2007) or cultural (Comunian and Gilmore 2015). Higher education institutions (HEIs) in particular can be considered important brokers due to their institutional power and access to knowledge, resources and varied network ties (ibid.).

While there are a multitude of advantages derived from network participation, there are also limitations such as network inequality (Lee 2011), social competition (Burt 2009), network lock-in (Boschma 2005) and network embeddedness (Uzzi 1996). Furthermore, while social capital and its manipulation through networks are heavily linked to career development (Comunian 2012), the applicability of established theories in reference to craft networks cannot be confirmed as such networks have been under-observed, despite an acknowledgement of their importance in early careers (Ball et al. 2010). It is therefore important to evaluate these theories in the context of glassmaking (and other crafts practices) through empirical study.

Furthermore, there has been fairly broad research into connections between institutions, industries and localities (Goddard and Vallance 2013; Chatterton and Goddard 2000), but very few of these studies have explored their impact on the creative economy. Early studies have suggested however that HEIs can have a positive impact through market awareness, providing infrastructure such as studio spaces, facilities etc, disseminating research and new techniques and by producing ‘creative human capital’ for the labour market (Amin and Roberts 2008).

However, Comunian and Gilmore (2015) have highlighted a potential for the considerable access to capital, resources, space and knowledge in comparison with the capacity and capability of creative industries organisations could cause unequal power relations depending on the type of relationship formed between the institution and creative organisation. Furthermore, research on craft and HE has tended to focus on student numbers (Pomegranate and TBR 2014), HE policy and research funding (Yair 2011) and income generation (Craft Council 2012).
The role of HEIs in developing local creative economies outside of their four walls (Dawson and Gilmore 2009) therefore has yet to be explored in relation to craft.

**Data and Methodology**

This paper builds on data collected during the summer 2015. Multiple visits took place to the University of Sunderland and local studios in the North East between May-June 2015 to conduct interviews with a seventeen artists, academics, students and non-practitioners working at the gallery, all of whom had a prior or ongoing connection with the University or NGC in order to gain in-depth insight into the community and its networks. Participants were asked about their own network participation, the impact networks have on their career and how they perceived the role of HEIs within the network. Interviews were transcribed, inductively coded and thematically analysed in order to consider their articulation of the experiences of local glassmakers and the role of the HEI within the community. Prominent and relevant themes were then selected for further analysis.

**Findings**

**Social networks and career development**

Core professional benefits of network participation that emerged through interview analysis were: access to opportunities/opportunity-information (exhibitions; employment) and resources (knowledge; equipment; techniques; funding). In particular, findings highlight networks as a means of accessing opportunity-information. Access to benefits was gained both through personal ties (mentors/tutors), informal industry networks (e.g. Cohesion) and professional forums (visiting artist workshops/talks; glass society conferences etc.) and benefits tended to be self-perpetuating, with multiple benefits derived simultaneously or subsequent opportunities arising.

Active network participation was particularly important when accessing institutional opportunities (exhibitions and residencies), supporting Daskalaki’s (2010) statement that CIs predominantly rely on informal patterns of interaction and processes both in the areas of recruitment and selection of project members and knowledge sharing and that social network development and maintenance are crucial in creative career development (ibid.). It also suggests that network connections are a social resource (Lin et al. 1981) for glassmakers in that they enable instrumental action (career development) through access to opportunities and resources or actors with power to grant opportunities (curators; collectors; clients etc).

Although participants noted few drawbacks to network participation, the amount of time taken to develop and maintain network contacts was consistently highlighted as a negative. However, this was considered a minor disadvantage compared with the advantages gained.

Competition however was presented as a significant drawback, resulting from close networks, highly specialist practice and the overall small scale, tightly-knit context of the glass community; a catch-22 as this also drives network necessity. Artist-Artist competition revolved mainly around gaining opportunities while rising resource competition (Hannan 1986) between artists and institutions was associated with the increasing number of actors joining the network (through HE) and rises in production costs (studio hire; materials; energy etc). This suggests that resource competition (ibid.) is prevalent, although Burt’s (2009) social competition theory is also supported in that actors are competing for the benefits derived from network relations.

Unequal power relations within the network (Comunian and Gilmore 2015) were also highlighted, weighted towards HEIs, suggesting a negative competitive relationship between HEIs and local artists working outside of the institution with the potential to limit access to development opportunities through network exclusivity (Scott 2000). Network embeddedness (Uzzi 1996) was also common within local and wider networks due to their small scale and the specialist nature of glassmaking. This increased competition by making it difficult to ‘stand out’ within the network and ‘diluting’ the offer of individual makers, indicating a benefits threshold (ibid.) and supporting the idea that long-term, in-depth engagement with specialist networks can limit career development if artists become ‘locked-in’ (Boschma 2005), suggesting a need for engagement in wider/alternative networks.

Findings so far have indicated strong correspondence with established theories on network advantage and disadvantage. As evidence suggests that network participation is a key facilitator in developing as a professional in glassmaking, this paper will now analyse the influence of HEIs over networks and their advantages.
Networked Institutions and Institutionalised Networks
HEIs in particular were presented as network hubs; bringing students, academics, practicing artists and curators together through conferences, links with wider network associations and residency programmes. In this case study, the gallery (NGC) also widened networks by facilitating connections with international artists. In this sense, HEIs can be seen as integral network brokers with access to a variety of connections.

Access to individuals with specialist tacit knowledge and knowledge transfer was also presented as a key feature of the HE network: specialised knowledge stored in artist/academics, research students and technical staff is transferred to students during education. Visiting artists and residency programmes also enable knowledge to flow in and out of the institution. This was seen as a valuable resource for student participants and was linked to their choice of HE provider at undergraduate and postgraduate levels, suggesting early appreciation of the benefits of gaining industry contacts.

The UoS was also depicted as a provider and mediator of opportunities through the dissemination of opportunity-information, access to other organisations and funding, and opportunities (exhibition; residency; employment; shop sales; studio spaces) at the university itself. This suggests that the network studied here is heavily influenced by the institution, although it is acknowledged that this may be due the case study location. Nevertheless, it does highlight the potential power of the HEI within this particular network and therefore their potential to support career development, particularly in students, graduates, artist/academics and artist residents.

However, interviews also highlighted a degree of disconnect between the UoS and the local glassmaking community. This was seen as particularly problematic when combined with the lack of local community support and infrastructure for glassmakers in Sunderland following the closure of Cohesion Glass Network in 2010/11. The power imbalance (Comunian and Gilmore 2015) heavily weighted in favour of the institution was then seen to discourage independent creative business through intense resource competition (Hannan 1986).

This was presented as particularly detrimental to early graduates and emerging artists and was associated with a lack of graduate retention in Sunderland; suggestions were made that practitioners were moving to other cities where more creative business support is available and less competition with institutions (UoS) for the limited pool of local opportunities. However, student retention appears to be a problem in Sunderland as a whole, not just in glassmaking (Sunderland City Council 2010).

Secondly, problems were said to arise with the institution undercutting local makers, including graduates of the university, through their access to greater and cheaper resources, and artists being ‘priced out’ of NGC incubator spaces. These issues are heightened by the increasing cost of creative production (materials; studio/facilities hire; energy and shipping costs), felt particularly strongly in glassmaking as an energy and labour-intensive practice.

This suggests that the dominant presence of the HEI over glassmaking in Sunderland has increased resource competition to a point where local, non-institutionally protected organisations and makers begin to suffer. This follows the predictions of Hannan’s (1986) theory on organisational founding and failure and could contribute to the regional isolation of the creative industries in the NE as found by Swords and Wray (2010), although their paper was not linked directly with HEI-local economy engagement. In this study the HEI is therefore presented as both a facilitator and hinderer of professional development although further research is needed to improve understanding of this relationship, particularly with reference to HEI engagement with local supply chains, labour markets, infrastructure and capital markets (Amin and Roberts 2008).

While these findings highlight a need for greater engagement between HEIs and communities with limited cultural markets or CI support infrastructure (affordable studio spaces; facilities; exhibition venues etc) in order to retain their creative human capital and support local creative production (Comunian and Gilmore 2015), it is noted that these issues cannot be solved by HEIs alone as they are linked to wider issues such as the precarious nature of creative employment (Gill and Pratt 2008) and the very make-up of the craft sector itself (micro businesses and sole traders). The researcher also stresses that this situation is not unique to Sunderland but a predicament faced by other regional post-industrial cities in the UK (Chapain and Comunian 2010).
Nevertheless, as the findings of this study have indicated the benefits of network participation for glassmakers at all career stages and the prominence of HEIs as network mediators, it is important to examine whether network development is encouraged during HE training as a method of developing students’ and graduates’ careers.

Integration of network practices within HE curricula
All participants in this study, including students, expressed the need to develop networks pre-graduation for support, access to opportunities and resources, and most crucially, for professional experience/employment. Undergraduate student participants were also aware of the need to ‘meet the right people’ and had actively sought to build connections with tutors and visiting artists in order to gain professional experience. Their networks were however relatively small and predominantly institutionally based, and although work experience with studio artists was seen as a strong method for external network building and career development, experience outside of the University was limited, creating a barrier to network expansion.

While evidence suggests the benefits of being networked are acknowledged, by staff and students, this study argues for greater external opportunities for network development to be encouraged and facilitated in order to improve the entrepreneurial capabilities and market awareness of students and graduates. Further research is however required to explore the provision of career management training in glassmaking and other crafts practices.

Conclusions and recommendations
By analysing network patterns and the experiences of professionals in the sector, this study concludes that network participation is integral to the professional development of glassmakers, particularly those at an early career stage, although advantages have been demonstrated at all career levels. It therefore recommends that network-development practices be integrated within HE programmes in order to enhance career potential post-graduation.

In addition to network benefits, this study has highlighted the importance of HEIs as network hubs and promoters of network opportunities within contemporary glass communities, a position of increasing significance given increased economic pressure on creative production. However, there is also an observation that the impact of institutional dominance over the network has a negative impact on local creative production by increasing resource competition (Hannan 1986), creating significant challenges for non-institutionally based makers in sustaining or developing their creative practice. This is particularly prominent in localities such as Sunderland where support infrastructure outside of the institution is limited.

As HEIs are presented here as both facilitators and hinderers of networks and the professional development of glassmakers, we must question how HEIs can simultaneously support their local creative economies and their own performance within a competitive education market. There is also a need for further empirical and theoretical research to ascertain the full impact of institutionalised knowledge and institutional dominance of local creative economies (Comunian and Gilmore 2015).

It is acknowledged however that the focus of this study on glassmaking and the role of UoS/NGC means further comparative studies on other localities and HEIs are needed to support the conclusions presented here. Future studies on other central HEIs and craft communities would provide significant insight into the dynamics of HEI-craft community interaction, its impact on craft careers and the success or failure of local creative production.

Note
This paper presents only the analysis of data collected as part of this research. Participant quotes and further data are available upon request.


